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Now, let's get to the tamil movie story of Thenali. So, Mangal Kishore is a social media
joker who seems to be a big fan of Thenali. He has recently created a Facebook page
called Mangal Kishore's Thenali, which is where he made his own parody of Thenali's

videos. These videos were done by uploading Tamilrockers , which is a tamil rockers fans
page created by the Kishore fans and well known for its tamil rockers movies, rockers
tamil, and so on. We are sure that it was the fans of Mangal Kishore who created this

page with Mangal Kishore's Thenali. This way, the fans of Mangal Kishore can show their
appreciation by leaving likes on the page. So, the fans of Mangal Kishore made their own

parody of the Thenali tamil movie videos that was even better than the original. Now,
let's quickly talk about them. So, TamilRockers first leaked the full movie download of

Thenali tamil movie on December 13, 2017. Now, let's quickly go through them in order:
TamilRockers has made these videos using images from the Thenali tamil movie. Now, as

is expected from this tamil movie's fans, these videos were made with a lot of
cringeworthy humor, which we will talk about later. Ann is the another jhappi movies that

is released in the year 2006 and it is directed by Vivek Agnihotri. It is a musical drama.
The film revolves around a girl who has done her master's degree in film studies, but is

forced to work in a big company. There she has to watch an illegal gambling company as
a security guard. One day there is a trap set up for her by the people there and they are
caught by the police. It is a tamil movie comedy for those who prefer the comedy over

the drama. The cast of the movie includes various popular tamil movie singers like Chinni
Jayanth, Silambarasan, Kishore, Abbas, Jagapathi Babu, Bose Venkat, Devipriya, among

others.
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